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a b s t r a c t
Based on large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of Au cluster impacts on a Au surface, we have
recently reported that the transition to macroscopic crater volume scaling behavior occurs between
1000 and 100,000 Au atoms at impact velocities comparable to typical meteoroid velocities [J. Samela,
K. Nordlund, Atomistic simulation of the transition from atomistic to macroscopic cratering, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 101 (2008) 027601]. Now we have analyzed the conditions that lead to this transition in more detail.
The main mechanisms of this change is the emergence of the transient high-density region which can
store two thirds of the impact energy. This mechanism becomes the dominant cratering mechanisms
gradually when the impactor size increases.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The stopping mechanisms of small clusters at velocities smaller
than the Bohr velocity are now well understood in Au [1,2], in crystalline Si [3,4], in amorphous Si [5], and in many other types of targets [6–10]. A characteristic feature of these small-scale impacts is
the non-linear cluster size dependence of many quantities like
sputtering yield and crater volume [11]. On the other hand, impacts of macroscopic objects are studied in the contexts of materials engineering [12], large meteoroid impacts on planetary
surfaces, micrometeoroid impacts on spacecraft [13,14], and other
kinds of impacts in space [15,16]. In these impacts, the crater volume scales linearly with impactor size [17]. Thus, the transition
from non-linear to linear behavior occurs at cluster sizes between
those typical in nanoscience and sizes studied in planetary science.
Increasing performance of parallel-computing provides an opportunity to explore this transition region now with molecular
dynamics simulations [18].
Based on large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of Au
cluster impacts on a Au surface, we have recently reported that
the transition to macroscopic scaling behavior occurs between
1000 and 100,000 Au atoms at impact velocities comparable to
typical meteoroid velocities [19]. Now we have analyzed the conditions that lead to this transition in more detail.
Cluster ion beam techniques are continuously developing and
larger clusters can be produced [6]. Atomic cluster impacts that
have some characteristic of macroscopic impacts become eventu* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: juha.samela@helsinki.ﬁ (J. Samela).
0168-583X/$ - see front matter Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.nimb.2009.06.076

ally possible in laboratories. To predict their applications on surface processing, a good understanding of effects of single impacts
are ﬁrst needed. The purpose of this study is to understand the
stopping mechanisms of large atomic cluster ions in Au. We have
chosen an fcc metal because metals are among the most simple
systems which are available for experimental impact studies.
Among the fcc metals, Au is chosen because the results can be compared to previous small cluster studies [1,2].
In the theory of planetary impact processes, an approximation
is made: the impact energy is assumed to be instantaneously
deposited in a region of zero extent inside the target [17]. This
approximation is based on the observations that macroscopic impact usually occur at two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, the impactor,
together with some target material, is compressed in a small volume where the energy density is very high. Then this energy is released almost radially and a crater is formed. The high-density
region is also called an isobaric core [20]. Because most of the impact energy is ﬁrst stored in the core and only then released, the
scaling of crater volume is linear [17].
In this study, we focus on analysis of formation and development of a high-pressure core at different energies and cluster sizes.
It will be shown, that the approximation of a spherical isobaric core
or even a core with zero extent becomes appropriate when both
impactor size and energy increases.
2. Methods
Cluster ion impacts were simulated with classical molecular
dynamics (MD) employing many-body interatomic potentials
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implemented in the PARCAS MD code. The main principles of the
molecular dynamics algorithms are presented in [21,22]. The adaptive time step and electronic stopping algorithms are the same as
in [23]. The interaction model used in the simulations was the
molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo corrected effective medium
model (MD/MC-CEM) [24,25]. A short-range repulsive force [26]
was also present to better describe collisions of Au atoms.
In the simulations, an Au(1 1 1) surface was bombarded with
AuN clusters, N = 55, 750, 6300, 68,000. The impact velocities were
chosen to be comparable to the hypervelocity regime typical for
micrometeoroid impacts [27]. The velocities were 2.2, 7.0, 22.1,
and 70.0 km/s corresponding to kinetic energies 5, 50, 500, and
5000 eV/atom, respectively. In addition to the normal incident angle, also 20°, 40°, and 60° oblique angles were simulated.
The clusters were created by ﬁrst cutting appropriate volumes
from a relaxed Au fcc crystal and then stabilizing the clusters with
MD at 100 K, which was the ambient temperature of the simulations. The Au68,000 was almost cubic and others were spherical. In
addition, disc-shaped and cigar-shaped ellipsoids were used. The
inner structure in all clusters were fcc, thus the density of the clusters were the same as the Au(1 1 1) density. The impact points were
chosen randomly.
To study the compression mechanisms it was sufﬁcient to simulate only the stopping phase. The simulations were stopped before the deformations or shock waves reached the boundaries of
the simulation box. The simulation times were 1–5 ps depending
on the impact energy and cluster size. The Au(1 1 1) target was
13 nm wide and contained approximately one million atoms. To
simulate the full cratering events, considerably larger targets and
longer simulation times must be used [19]. For example, a full simulation of 5 keV/atom Au68,000 impact would require a target of 500
million atoms and 400 ps simulation time.
In large cluster impact simulations, one simulated case is usually enough to give a reasonable estimate for many quantities like
crater size because the atomic level random behavior affects only
slightly on the average coherent movements of atoms. However,
we simulated three cases of normal incident spherical cluster impacts at each velocity and cluster size to ﬁnd out the magnitude
of statistical variation.
Atomic densities were calculated for each atom by counting the
number of neighbors of the atom in a surrounding sphere whose
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volume is 1 nm3. This method gives density ﬁelds that describe
the high-density regions more accurately than the average densities calculated in cubic cells of a grid.
3. Results
3.1. Stopping process
A typical chain of events of cluster stopping is shown in Fig. 1.
The cluster atoms sharply lose most of their velocity in collisions
with the substrate atoms and with the foremost cluster atoms at
the surface of the substrate. The cluster is gradually compressed
and it forms a clear high-density region where atoms have high potential energy. In this study, densities up to 3.5 times higher than
the normal Au density have been detected but higher densities
are possible. The core grows from both sides: also the substrate
atoms beneath the core join it. This compressing stopping mechanisms is clearly different from the mechanism in small cluster impacts, where the cluster atoms more or less penetrate between the
substrate atoms or can even channel at high energies [2]. At large
cluster sizes, two mechanisms block the cluster to penetrate into
the substrate. Firstly, the frontier of cluster atoms is so wide that
the substrate atoms can not escape the frontier because the crystal
blocks their motion. Secondly, the ﬁrst frontier of cluster atoms
collide with the substrate atoms and lose most of their velocity,
forming a barrier that almost completely stops other cluster atoms
that follow the ﬁrst frontier. This mechanism is called the piling-up
effect.
The compression continues and density increases until the entire cluster is smashed. In this phase (300 fs in Fig. 1), the cluster
is compressed beneath the original surface and only a few atoms
are sputtered. During the smashing phase and sometime after that,
the high-density region continues its movement inside the substrate leaving a cavity behind. This is called the sinking effect.
The high-density region has the shape of a bowl. The reason to that
is seen in Fig. 1. The movement into the deeper parts of the substrate is stronger in the direction of the cluster, but the frontier
spreads at the same time because of the high potential energy it
contains. Finally, when the frontier has weakened and decelerated,
it can not destroy the substrate structure any more. The frontier
becomes a series of shock waves which distribute a portion of

Fig. 1. An example of energy distribution in a 5 keV/atom Au6300 impact. Upper row shows development of the potential energy ﬁeld at 100, 300, 500, 1000, and 1750 fs after
the border of the cluster has reached the Au(1 1 1) surface. Potential energy is high in the high-density regions. The lower row shows the corresponding kinetic energy
distributions. High energy areas are red (light in grayscale copy). Notice that in this ﬁgure, the energy that is rendered in red varies between the frames in order to show the
geometry of the energy distribution at each phase clearly, in other words, the red shades are not comparable between the frames. (In other ﬁgures, scales are not varied
between frames.) The frames are 27 nm wide. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the impact energy deeper into the substrate. The shock waves are
not spherical because their shape is deformed according to the
crystal structure.
The cavity that the high-density region leaves behind is not the
ﬁnal crater. The process has left energy in the walls of the cavity,
thus the melting of substrate continues a relatively long time after
the cavity formation and a crater larger than the initial cavity is
formed [19,2].

3.2. Effect of impactor size and velocity
Fig. 2 shows the forms of high-pressure regions at three different impactor sizes and two impact velocities. When the number of
atoms in the cluster increases, the piling-up lasts longer. Therefore,
the atomic density becomes higher. The 500 eV/atom Au6300 event
in Fig. 2 shows the effect of pile-up on density distribution: The
density is higher in the upper parts of the compressed region. On
the other hand, when the impact velocity increases, the compression is stronger but it lasts a shorter time. Then the sinking of
the high-density region is faster.
Fig. 3 veriﬁes quantitatively these observations. Both impactor
size and impact velocity increases the maximum density. The maximum density dmax / N a , where a ¼ 0:06  0:01. If we assume that
the effect of the pile-up would depend linearly on the cluster diameter, then the relation should be dmax / N 1=3 , which is clearly not
true. The density depends on impact energy in an even more complicated way. At N = 68,000 the relation is a power law d / Eb ,
where b  0:157  0:004. At smaller cluster sizes, the density increases slower at high velocities because of a kind of clearingthe-way effect: A considerable portion of the substrate atoms escape the core because the forces are high enough to induce this
movement. The larger the cluster, the higher the velocity needed
for this clearing-the-way effect to occur (Fig. 3). At sizes and velocities that do not produce the clearing-the-way effect, we can
approximate that in the hypervelocity regime the relative maxi-
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Fig. 2. Comparison of high-pressure regions at the moment when the clusters are
smashed and before the expansions starts. High potential energy areas are red (light
in grayscale copy), the maximum being 76 eV/atom. The left column shows 500 eV/
atom events and the right column 5 keV/atom events. The frames are 27 nm wide.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Atomic density as a function impactor size (atoms) and impact velocity
(kinetic energy/atom). The density is given relative to the normal Au atomic density
(69 atoms/nm3).

Fig. 4. Maximum relative density as a function of time after the border of the
cluster has hit the original surface.
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dmax / Na Eb ;

ð1Þ

where a and b are material dependent parameters. At the transition
region, the scaling is more complicated.
3.3. Evolution of the high-density region
As discussed in Section 3.1, the high-density region develops
during the piling-up phase and then spreads while moving deeper
into the substrate. Fig. 4 shows the dynamics of maximum relative
density as a function of time. The absolute maximum occurs
approximately at the end of the piling-up. After that the density
begins to decrease.
Fig. 5 shows at which depth the highest density is located as a
function of time. In general, the highest density occurs near the
surface until the piling-up is over. Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that after
the piling-up phase the point of maximum density moves away
from the surface at constant velocity (sinking effect), which depends on the impact size more than impact velocity. The core occurs deeper in the substrate when the impact energy increases,
which is also the case in the macroscopic impacts [20].
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The high-density core is a transient energy storage between the
stopping and expansion phases of the collision process (Fig. 1).
Both kinetic and potential energy is high in the core. Fig. 6 shows
how the core develops over time. During the piling-up phase, a
very dense core develops and it has high potential energy. The density decreases when the core is expanding and the potential energy
decreases, too.
The potential energy maximum occurs approximately when the
pile up phase is over, in coincidence with the density maximum.
Fig. 7 shows that the maximum per cluster size N is relatively constant when N P 244. Therefore, it is not possible to predict the potential energy directly according to the maximum density because
the maximum density depends non-linearly on impactor size (Eq.
(1)).
At 500 eV/atom, only 10–12% of the impact energy is stored in
the high-energy region as a form of potential energy despite of
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Fig. 5. The depth of occurrence of the maximum density as a function of time. The
maximum density varies over time, and the absolute maximum is reached in
relatively early phase (Fig. 4) when the cluster is piled up in the bottom of the
cavity. After that, the high-density core continues its penetration deeper into the
substrate in almost constant velocity. At 5 eV/atom, the location of the maximum
density does not always occur in the center of core because strong shock waves are
induced from the core (Fig. 8).

Fig. 6. The upper frame shows how many atoms are located in high density core
after 500 eV/atom Au68,000 impact (34 MeV total). More precisely, the relative
number density is higher than 1.0, if the atom has more neighbor atoms than atoms
in crystalline Au inside a surrounding sphere whose volume is 1 nm3. The bin width
of the distribution is 0.1. The lower frame shows how much potential energy these
atoms have in total. For example, at 2000 fs and at relative density of 1.1 the
number of atoms is almost 140,000 and their total potential energy is 0.4 MeV. The
corresponding average potential energy per atom is 2.9 eV. At the densest parts of
the core, potential energy per atom is more than 10 times higher. Thus, relatively
small number of atoms act as a transient storage of energy between cluster
stopping and displacement cascade expansion phases. The distributions are
averages of three simulated events.
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up is over. However, most of the energy is released from the core as
it expands and melts the surrounding structure. Sputtered atoms
and clusters carry a considerable portion of the energy away from
the cavity during and after the expansion. At the end of the expansion process, shock waves are induced and they distribute energy
deeper into the substrate. The energy distribution is not quantitatively analyzed here because only the stopping phase is simulated.
At high energies of 5 keV/atom, channeling of atoms from the surface of the core weakens the compression, but the effect is very
small.
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Fig. 7. Potential energy per N stored in the high-density region as a function of
time. The results are averages over three simulations. The impact energy is 500 eV/
atom.

the high density. Thus, the kinetic energy of the core is larger than
its potential energy. In addition to the random motion of core
atoms, the core moves coherently deeper into the substrate and
also expands laterally. Therefore, the kinetic energy has a random
and a coherent component. At its maximum, the total core energy
is more than 2/3 of the impact energy when N P 750. This ratio is
also almost independent of N. Thus, the stored energy depends linearly on N. Because the ﬁnal crater is a result of distribution of this
energy, this is consistent with the fact that also the ﬁnal crater volume depends linearly on N, which is veriﬁed by MD simulations
[19]. However, the linear scaling of the core energy occurs at much
smaller cluster sizes than the linear scaling of crater volumes.
The core energy is released in many ways. Fast atoms are sputtered from the surface of the core immediately after the core pile-

Fig. 8 shows an example of 5 eV/atom event where shock waves
are induced already during the pile-up phase. The impact velocity
is 2.2 km/s which is less than 3.24 km/s, the velocity of sound in
Au. Because shocks can induce structural modiﬁcations, we can expect that these sub-sonic impacts have different structural effects
than super-sonic impacts.
A high-density core emerges also at oblique incident angles
(Fig. 9). When the angle increases, the core becomes asymmetric.
At large angles, a ﬂow of atoms away from the cavity is induced already during the pile up, which probably effects sputtering yield.
At even larger angles, it is possible that the cluster will be fragmented and parts of it are scattered. This is observed experimentally in macroscopic impacts [28]. Fullerenes can scatter from the
surface at glancing angles [29].
The shape of the cluster affects the shape of the core (Fig. 9).
Ellipsoidal clusters induce different core shapes depending on their
orientation and how oblong they are. The high-density region is located deeper when more atoms are piled up. On the other hand,
the Au68,000 clusters simulated in this study were cubic with
rounded corners. They induced symmetric cores and ﬁnal craters
[19]. In conclusion, the core shape changes only when the clusters
are clearly ellipsoidal or the spherical symmetry is broken in some
other way.

4. Discussion

Fig. 8. A non-perspective side view through the cut target crystal and impacting
cluster during a stopping phase of 5 eV/atom Au68,000 impact. Red color (light areas
in grayscale) show high potential areas relative to the atomic potential in crystalline
Au. A series of weak shock waves are induced during the stopping phase, which are
shown as red (light) frontiers moving either through the target crystal or through
the impacting cluster. The surface layers are also shown in red (light gray) because
of the different atomic potential at surface. This indicates that the potential in the
shock waves in this case has the magnitude of surface energy. In the other side
views in this article, potential differences at surfaces are not shown because the
color scales used in visualizations are different. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

The results show that the transient high-density core emerges
already at relatively small impactor sizes but the macroscopic scaling of crater volume is reached only when the impacting Au cluster
has more than around 50,000 atoms [19]. At small cluster sizes and
at the energies comparable those used in this study, the crater is
formed mainly due to heating of the collision cascade region and
its surroundings and due to the consequent ﬂow of atoms to vacuum [30–33]. At larger cluster sizes, a cavity is ﬁrst formed during
the cluster stopping phase and then the impact energy stored in
the high-density core in the bottom of the cavity is released beneath the initial surface. The sinking core induces the ﬁnal crater.
The later cratering process becomes dominant over the collision
cascade cratering process gradually when impactor size increases.
At a given impact velocity, the total energy per cluster size N
stored in the high-density region is almost constant. In other
words, the kinetic energy of the cluster is mostly gained by the
high-density region which moves deeper into the substrate in
direction of the incident cluster motion (Fig. 9). However, the linear scaling of the core energy begins at N < 500 while the linear
scaling of crater volumes begins only when N > 50,000. The sinking
depth depends on both impact velocity and impactor size. When
the cluster is large enough the energy is released clearly beneath
the surface and the melted volume depends linearly on the energy
of the high-density region. This leads to the macroscopic scaling
behavior. At the transition region where N ¼ 100—50; 000, the collision cascade cratering process, which induces non-linear scaling,
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Fig. 9. Upper row: examples of high-density core shapes at different incident angles (Au6300 , 500 eV/atom). Lower row: effect of cluster shape on core shape (Au18,000, 500 eV/
atom). The leftmost cluster is spherical.

and macroscopic cratering process compete. This explains the
gradual transition of crater volume scaling from non-linear to linear scaling in [19]. The crater volume V=N is smaller at the macroscopic cratering regime because a considerable portion of the
energy is conversed to shock wave energy and heat. At small cluster size, a larger portion of the energy is removed from the cavity
by the sputtered atoms.
The pile-up is clearly a size-dependent effect, therefore we expect that it occurs in every dense substrate regardless of its crystal
structure or whether the substrate is amorphous or crystalline. The
densities of materials affect the scaling parameters [17].
High-density region is not spherical nor is it isobaric, as it is
approximated in hydrodynamical models of macroscopic impacts
[20]. However, the isobaric approximation works in practice because the energy release from the compressed region is almost radial. However, at the transition sizes N ¼ 100—50; 000, the isobaric
core approximation is not valid, because several ejection mechanisms effect the crater formation.
Anders and Urbassek have recently studied the clearing-theway effect of small and medium-size Au clusters ðN ¼ 1—402Þ
[1]. They found that the cluster stopping is reduced by a factor
Nb , where b ¼ 0:7 at 1 keV/atom. This result is consistent with
our ﬁnding that the cavity becomes deeper when N increases due
to the sinking and clearing-the-way effects.
It is possible to produce Au clusters at sizes and energies comparable to those used in this study [34]. However, no experimental
data is currently available to verify the results of simulations, like
crater volumes and sputtering yields. However, the crater volume
scaling is similar to the macroscopic scaling and the high-density
core is in agreement with the process known to exist in macroscopic impacts.
Finally, we bring up two issues about the molecular dynamics
method. The repulsive part of the potentials used in the bombardment simulations are valid at short distances and the repulsion between two atoms can be modeled correctly. However, the
interaction potentials available are usually not intended to describe many-atom interactions of materials that have 2–4 times
the normal density. It is impossible to verify how much this may
affect the results because the lack of experimental data. We believe
that the effect is very small to crater scaling because most of the
interactions that lead to crater formation occur at almost normal

densities. The second thing about the methodology is the number
of simulations required for reliable averages. The results show that
even one simulated event of large cluster impact gives very good
estimates of quantities that are results of coherent behavior, for
example quantities like cavity depth, potential energy of the
high-density region, and crater volume. However, some effects
show random variation, which must be averaged over several simulations. Examples are coherent displacements around the cavity
and defects induced by shock waves.
5. Conclusions
We have simulated the stopping phase of AuN , N ¼ 55—68; 000
clusters on Au(1 1 1) surface at energies 5–5000 eV/atom. The simulations show that the linear scaling of crater volume with the
impactor mass emerges when the impact energy is ﬁrst stored in
a small high-density region inside the substrate and then released
radially. The compression of material occurs, when the impactor
size is large enough to prevent the collision cascade to release its
energy to the vacuum during the early phases of cascade development and the impact velocity high enough the cause the sinking of
high-density core deeper inside the substrate.
The effect of impactor geometry and incident angle on the compression mechanism are also investigated. When the incident angle increases up to 30-40 degrees, the lateral effects become
important. Small deviations from perfect spherical form of the
cluster do not effect the compression mechanism. However, impacts of thin disks and rod-like objects give different results than
spherically symmetric clusters of the same size.
The results explain the transition to the macroscopic crater scaling consistently with predictions of macroscopic impact theories.
Similar mechanisms probably occur in all dense materials. Further
investigations are welcome to ﬁnd out possible applications of
large atomic cluster impacts.
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